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Secure compression using adaptive Huffman coding
Abstract
Recent developments in the Internet and Web based technologies require faster communication of
multimedia data in a secure form. Standard compression algorithms such arithmetic coding schemes,
and propose methods of protecting against these attacks. In the next section we review DHC, and in
Section 3 describe DHC encryption scheme and examine possible attacks. In Section 4, we propose an
encryption scheme that protects against the attacks and in Section 5 give the results of our experiments.
Section 6, concludes the paper. as JPEG and MPEG use an entropy coding stage. By incorporating
security in this stage it it possible to add security to compression systems at very low cost. In this paper
we describe a combined compression and encryption scheme using Dynamic Huffman Coding. We
examine se- 2 curity of the system and show how to make it resistant against known attacks. We also
give the result of incorporating this system into JPEG.
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Abstract

arithmetic coding schemes, and propose methods of protecting against these attacks.
In the next section we review DHC, and in Section 3
describe DHC encryption scheme and examine possible
attacks. In Section 4, we propose an encryption scheme
that protects against the attacks and in Section 5 give the
results of our experiments. Section 6, concludes the paper.

Recent developments in the Internet and Web based technologies require faster communication of multimedia data
in a secure form. Standard compression algorithms such
as JPEG and MPEG use an entropy coding stage. By
incorporating security in this stage it it possible to add
security to compression systems at very low cost. In this
paper we describe a combined compression and encryption
Dynamic Huffman Coding
scheme using Dynamic Huffman Coding. We examine se- 2
curity of the system and show how to make it resistant
against known attacks. We also give the result of incorpo- Dynamic Huffman coding was independently proposed by
Faller [3] and Gallager [4] and considerably improved by
rating this system into JPEG.
Knuth [5] and Vitter [6]. The algorithm uses a code tree
which is a weighted binary tree capturing the statistics of
the input stream and forming the coder's model. Each
1 Introduction
leaf of the tree corresponds to one alphabet symbol and
Adding encryption to compression algorithms is an attrac- the weight of the leaf represents the current frequency of
tive proposition which could result in combined security that symbol in the input stream representing the weights
and compression and so more efficiency. The main chal- of each alphabets. Two nodes with a common parent in
lenge is to design secure systems without degrading com- a code tree are called siblings. The weight of an internal
pression performance.
node is the sum of the weights of its siblings. Nodes are
Entropy coding algorithms such as Huffman coding [1] numbered in increasing order starting from the bottom left
and arithmetic coding [2] are not only used for lossless node to bottom right node, followed by the nodes in the
compression but also used as part of lossy compression layers above again from left to right, until the root node
algorithms such as JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts is reached. A binary tree is said to have sibling property
Group) [13] and so adding security to them will result if listing the nodes using the above ordering results in a
in securing the larger systems too. Witten and Cleary non-decreasing sequence. Gallager [4] proved that a binary
[11] proposed a method of adding encryption to arith- prefix code is a Huffman code if, and only if, the code tree
metic coding. However a number of attacks were published has the sibling property. In a dynamic Huffman tree the
against their proposed systems [9, 12] and their exten- structure will be maintained in such a way that sibling
sions, which clearly showed designing secure compression property is preserved.
systems is not an easy task.
To encode an input symbol, first the the current HuffIn this paper we propose a secure compression system man tree is used to generate the codeword and then the
based on Dynamic Huffman Coding. Hu.ffman coding is an weight of the leaf corresponding to the incoming symbol
optimal compression algorithm that in its simplest form is updated. This update will flow through the whole tree.
uses probabilities of characters in the input sequence as a IT because of updating of the weights, the sibling property
model for the input source, and produces codewords whose is violated a new round of tree updates that involves the
lengths are inversely proportional to their probabilities. In exchange of the nodes and their corresponding subtrees,
Dynamic Hu.jJman Coding (DHC) the model is updated will be applied to reinstate the property. Details of the
and the codeword representing a symbol changes with its update can be found in [61.
position in the input stream. Following Witten and Cleary
In implementing the above algorithm, a halving process
approach, we will use the model as the key information and is introduced. Halvi.ng is invoked if the weight of the root
obtain a secure compression system.
node reaches W ma:!: which is the maximum possible weight
We show that the resulting system is vulnerable to at- of a node. In this case the weight of each node will be r&
tacks which have been already proposed against secure placed with half its original value. This ensures that the
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